TOP 10
REASONS TO CHOOSE ISS AS YOUR STATISTICAL AGENT
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LESS DETAIL TO REPORT
Why spend time and resources translating
and reporting transactional rate-making level
information? With ISS, you report only the
information required by each state in which
you do business.

ANNUAL REPORTING
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NO CHANGE GETS PAST YOU
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YOUR PARTNER IN COMPLIANCE
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WE’RE HERE TO HELP
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TRANSITION SUPPORT

The majority of ISS reporting is annual.
Comply just once a year for most regulatory
reporting.

STABLE STATISTICAL PLANS
ISS coding requirements rarely change, and
only when required by regulators.

NO WAITING DAYS FOR
ANSWERS
We respond to phone calls and other inquiries
either on the same or next business day. You
get attention at the speed of need.
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IT’S ALL ONLINE
Everything you need to report your statistical
data efficiently can be found online.
Download reporting forms, complete, and
file them on our website. Statistical plans are
downloadable, bookmarked, and searchable.
User and installation manuals for our Data
Validation Package software are available on
our site, too. You can even ask us a question
online – and get a fast answer.
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When a reporting change occurs, we alert all
registered website users by email. Simple as
that.

We offer compliance support from multiple
perspectives, ranging from sending out
reminder notices when data is due to evaluating
submissions through balancing, code editing,
distributional comparisons, and financial
reconciliation. We even compare your Annual
Statement data to statistical affiliation to
identify potential reporting gaps.

Our Statistically Speaking newsletter keeps
you on top of developments that can affect
your reporting. We hold a semi-annual online
Statistical Reporting Workshop as well as
periodic webinars throughout the year.

We offer free consulting support when you build
your reporting process in advance of your first
filing.

WE INVENTED THE BUSINESS
Nobody has been serving the insurance industry
as a national statistical agent longer than ISS.
When the McCarran-Ferguson Act created the
need, we created the answer. We’re still creating
answers for our subscribers, every day.

Follow ISS on Twitter @statreporting
Connect with ISS on Linkedin

www.iss-statistical.net

